


Brand Introduction

Shang Haixuan Peng Troding Co. .Id wos estab-Ishedin 2016,the brand 
CHENPENG wos establshed in2015by Peng Chen.The brandis based in 
london.

The company manyimports and expor textle and gorments such os clohing, 
shoes, and hats.The prod-ucts are exported to the United Kingdom, the 
United States. Canda.France,Italy, Jopan, South Korea Denmark and many 
more.

CHENPENG's colecions are stockedintermnationly n over 70 boutiques, 
retailers,as wel as department stores such as Dover Stee Maket, SENSE, 
Opening Ceremony, Leclaireur,Luis Via Roma, setan, Joyce. Galeries 
Lafayette. The brand's customers include celebrifes such as Rhanna, Lady 
Gaga, PInk,Bela Hadid, Fan Bingbing etc.

“"If Social Equality is an ideal state that is still far 
from us, then One-sized Fashion may implement 
the concept of Equality in advance."



Chen Peng graduated from London College of Fashion, where he

received a Mastes in Menswear Fashion Design Technology. His  

works can be defined as the One-sized Fashion, speaking for the  

minority with special body sizes. In Peng’s design aesthetics, there  

are no boundaries between beauty and ugliness. Instead he  

focuses on accentuating personal features. Peng designs pieces  

suitable for both over-sized and skinny masses by comparing  

differet body shapes among various individuals. Anders Sølvsten  

Thomsen, the stylist from ANTIDOTE magazine, described Peng’s  

work as “anti-tradition and deviant.”

As the creative director of CHENPENG, Peng has his own attitude  

and opinion for the industry. He thinks keeping the line and design-  

ing process closely integrated is crucial, it is necessary to have  

some elements of boldness and surprise in design, but it also has to  

remain practical and functional.

-Announced as TOP 8 Finalists in the H&M DESIGN AWARD 2017;

-Announced as one of <UNDER 30 ELITES> by FORBES in Asia 2017;

-2018 AW collection Collabrate with NYFW Tmall China Day

CHEN PENG  
CHENPENG (CP) FASHION Co, Ltd. UK.  

SHANG HAI XUAN PENG TRADING Co, Ltd.
SHANG HAI PENG WEI FASHION DESIGN CENTER

“WHEN I STARTED CHENPENG I WAS  
TWENTY-FOUR, I ALWAYS KNEW  
WHAT I WANTED”

FOUNDER
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As the designer’s sixth release, the new collection now witnesses an technical upgrade as the designer hones in his craft in producing outdoor attire . 
Windproof, waterproof, reflective, seamless materials and practical functionality now go hand in hand with the designer’s original  concept of “ONE-
SIZE” fashion.
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BRAND
POSITIONING

DOWM  
JACKET

‘We know clearly what our brand’s strengths are,  
who our customer base is, and what
their age and occupations are’.

CHENPENG's strengths are in the design  
of down products with strong sense of  
expansion. Every year, 66% of sales are  
down jackets and accessories, and 77.6%  
are sold all over the world. Among them,  
sales were mainly in North America,  
followed by Asia. 60% of the brand's  
customer base are female customers, 40%  
are men, and the age range is from 15 to  
70 years old, making our products  
suitable for a wide age range.

CHENPENG IS THE UNISEX  BRAND.
60% of our customers are  women 40% are men.

Since the first season in 2015, the seasonal  sales rates increased by 1.5 times and the  
profit increased year-on-year. The 2018  A W  Collection's wholesale sales is 5 million  
Yuan, and the products generate 15 million  Yuan in value, and it is expected to reach 45  
million by 2020. The product category  extends from the early down jackets to the  
multi-product structure such as down vests,  gloves, hats, and knit products.

BRAND PROFIT GROWTH RATIO  
IN THE LAST FOUR SEASONS



OUR DESIGN  
PRINCIPLES 
1. ICONIC STYLE & SHAPE 2. LONGEVITY & SUSTAINED 

3. WARMTH & SOFT 4. FASHION & FUNCTION 

Garments are created to be suitable for  
both over-sized and skinny people by  
comparing body shapes among vari-  
ous individuals.

Down jackets and knitting products are   
a traditional way of maintaining-  
warmth. Durable in most daily life  
conditions, they also remain represen-  
tations among the fashion trends. The  
down material itself is recyclable.

All products are filled with top quality  
goose down, we provide maximum  
warmth and minimum weight, a sense  
of embrace, safety and confidence,  
while improving the convenience of  
the daily life.

Different fabrics reflect the different  
functions of the down jackets, for  
instance its wind proof, water proof,  
fire-resistant qualities, as well as its high  
breathability. The futuristic and
high-tech sense fabrics are leading to a  
new trend in fashion.The large selection  
of bright colors also brings spiritual and  
visual cheerfulness.



DESIGN
METHODOLOGY 



CUTTING  
TECHNOLOGY



TOLLIN
G  
SAMPLING



NATURE’S
MATERIALS



OUR CORE  
FABRICATION

Thermolite Core Plus,
Provides the adequate insulation for extreme  
weather conditions without adding excess weight.  
Thermolite Core Plus is cruelty free, as it contains  
100% Polyester. It is easy to take care of and highly  
breathable.

40 Dernier Polyester
Due to the thickness of its fibers, the 40 denier  
polyester is water resistant and windproof  
under extreme weather conditions. These  
qualities make the fabric suitable for outdoor  
clothing.

Laminated Lace
By fusing the traditional materials such as lace,  
with modern materials such as TPU, it produces  
a new type of laminated fabric which has the  
water resistant quality of the TPU, as well as the  
elegancy of the lace.

20 Dernier Polyester
The 20 denier polyester is ultra lightweight,  
and has a higher fill power than polyesters  
with higher denier. Even though it is lighter  
in weight, the fabric is still waterproof and  
windproof.



THE BEST  
SUPPLIE
R  
CHAIN

DOWN  
LABORATORY
During the production of C H E N P E N G  down jacket, raw materials are strictly selected and tested to  
ensure that the goose down and duck down used are natural, non-polluting and bacteria-free. Our  
partner Zhejiang Liuqiao Group Co., Ltd. has a professional Feather Testing Center to conduct chemical  
analysis of the materials used in our products.

W e  select the best white  
goose down manually  
and remove the defec-  
tive ones.

Chemical testing studio detect the ingredi-  
ents, fill power, filling ratio, and the oil  
content of the down.

Analysis of the oxygen content of  
goose down to check the presence of  
potential bacteria.



MANUFACTURE  
CHENFENG GROUP

Since 2016, CHENPENG's woven products have  
been processed by Chen Feng Group Co., Ltd.
The two parties have reached a long-term partner-  
ship. Chen Feng Group is one of the top five  
production and processing enterprise in China. It  
has a processing history of over 50 years and its  
major customers include UNIQLO, STELLA  
McCARTNEY and numerous other brands. Its  
production utilizes first-class equipments import-  
ed from Germany, Japan, and the United States.

High-efficiency production, first-class production  
and processing technologies ensure the quality of  
C H E N P E N G  products.

Each piece of C H E N P E N G  down jacket needs  
dozens of processing steps such as design and  
development, pattern cutting, material purchasing,  
cutting, sewing, finishing, quality control, packag-  
ing, and shipment. Each piece takes up to 20  
hours, and the production process strictly com-  
plies with the indicators to ensure that the prod-  
ucts are finely finished.



Europe
Bergamo
Tiziana Fausti

Como
Tessabit

Florence
Guya

Montecatini
Morini

Mantua
Bernadelli

Paris
Leclaireur

Milan
Anna Ravazzoli

Stockohlm
Henrik VIbskov

Ukraine  The 
Icon  Invoga

Asia
Beijing
SKP Beijing

Chengdu
SoWhat

Chongqing
Deewill Studio

Hong Kong  
Linger  
Joyce
I.T
Shine

Shanghai
I.T
Alter Style
10 Corso Como

Wenzhou
Chic Paris
Krasnodar
Gingo

Taiwan
Merci Select Shop  
Spring Gem

Tokyo
Lechoppe Baycrews  
Isetan
LHP
Opening Ceremony  
Radd Lounge

Seoul
Tom Greyhound Seoul

India
Trends

North and South America
New York
Opening Ceremony  Dover Street 
Market  3NY

Los Angeles
Opening Ceremony

Miami
Odds Concept

Montreal
SSENSE

Today CHENPENG is sold in

more than 70 stores in 13  

countries in the world.

OUR BUSINESS



STOCKISTS



EDITORIAL  
COVERAGE

PRESS
Vogue UK,Vouges US,Vogue Italian,  

Vogue China, Vouge Brazil, Vogue Japan,  

Vogue German, GQ UK, GQ China,

ELLE Ameican,ELLE China, i-D UK, i-D China,  

Dazed Confused, Hero, Metal, Glamour, Double Paris,  

T magazine, Numero Japan, Antidote,

Rollacoaster, Fucking Young, Idol, KingKong, Forbes,  

Modern Weekly, Wallpaper, Nylon, KIKS,  

Now Fashion, Clash, Dezzen, WWD,

Not Just A lable, Yo Ho Boy.









Interview



Brand coperating world stars

Lady Gaga



Nicki Minaj

Brand coperating world stars



RihannaP!nk

Brand coperating world stars



章子怡 华晨宇谢娜

蔡依林

唐艺昕

王嘉尔

王源吴亦凡 潘玮柏 福克斯 王俊凯

Brand coperating chinese stars



Social media



Social media



product 
overview




